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Abstract 

This article combines the most fierce concept "Internet Plus" in modern era , From the perspective of "Internet Plus", it discusses 
the protection mode, tries to explore the key points for the new model to construct “Internet + intangible cultural heritage 
protection”, provides reasonable practical guidance, and finally creates innovative ideas and methods for the protection of 
intangible cultural heritage. Simultaneously it makes academic contributions to the innovation and inheritance of Chinese 
intangible cultural heritage. 
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Abstract:

Radar emitter signal is interfered by various noises during the propagation process, and the signal-to-noise ratio varies widely.
Therefore, the features that play a key role in sorting and classifying or identification signals are often difficult to find. In
addition, the extracted features are usually subjective and speculative, so it is necessary to select the features that can characterize
the maximum difference mode information between the modulated signal categories and the changes in the signal-to-noise ratio.
That is, the selected features also have good separability at low SNR. In this paper, based on rough set theory the feature
selection method is studied, which lays a foundation for the feature selection of radiation source signals by rough set theory.
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1 Introduction

As the mathematical tool, Rough set theory is proposed by Pawlak. Rough set theory(RST) is used to deal with
inaccurate and incomplete information [1,2]. At present, in many fields the theory has been successfully used, such as
learning of machine, knowledge discovery, mining of data, and analysis of decision. Among them, the problem of
attribute reduction without reducing the ability of distinguishing different objects in information systems has always
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been one of the core issues among the research of RST [3]. Rough set theory mainly includes related concepts such as
equivalence relation, definition of rough set and dependence.

2 Rough Set Equivalence Relation

Assume that the  ,S U A is an system of information, in the set the U represents a non-empty finite set of
objects, which is called, a domain, A representing a the same set of attributes, defining a mapping
:  aa U V fromU to aV for each attribute a A , where aV represents a set of attribute a , called domain of attribute

a . Set , , P A x y U , then ( ) {( , ) | , ( ) ( )}     IND P x y U U a P a x a y is called the equivalent relationship
about P . If ( , ) ( )x y IND P , it is said that x and y are equivalent about the set P of attribute in the system of
information S, that is, x and y cannot be distinguished by the attribute in the attribute set P . ( )IND P is called
P -indistinguishable relationship, if x U ,then the class ( )[ ]IND Px of equivalence on the attribute set P could be
defined as [1]:

 ( )[ ] | , ( ) IND Px y y U y IND P x (1)

It represents a collection of elements that are equivalent to element x under equivalent relationship ( )IND P .
A division / ( )U IND P of U is decided by the equivalent relationship ( )IND P , or abbreviated as /U P (here P is

an equivalence relationship ( )IND P , hereinafter P referred to ( )IND P as ambiguity). Assuming the attribute
set P contain m attribute values  1 2, ,..., ma a a , U partition contains n subsets  1 2, ,..., nX X X determined by
the ( )IND P , and for the set B andC , the operator is defined as:

{ , , }∩ : ∩       B C X Y X B Y C X Y (2)

Then / ( )U IND P can be calculated by:

   1 2/ ( ) : / ( ), 1,2,..., , ,...,    i i nU IND P a P U IND a i m X X X (3)

To assume a set X U , then the lower approximation P about X is defined as:  :[ ]  PPX x U x X , the
upper approximation P about X is defined as:  : [ ]   PPX x U x XI .

The concept of the upper and lower approximation of set X is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the upper and lower approximations of the set X

3 Definition of Rough Sets

Pawlak defines the set ( )[ ]IND Px as the of equivalence classes, which is determined by equivalence relations to
form a P1-Rough Set (PRS1). Obviously, the P1-rough set is a subset set, namely:
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 ( )PRS1 [ ] | 2  U
IND Px X (4)

By means of the description of the upper and lower approximations, another definition of the rough set equivalent
to PRS1 can also be given, called P2-Rough Set (PRS2). It is designed by:

   1 2PRS2 , , X X PX PX (5)

PRS1 and PRS2 are collectively referred to as the Pawlak rough set [4].
Assume P and Q to be a subset of attribute set A, then:
(1)The P-positive region ofQ is:

( )



j

P j
X U Q

POS Q PXU (6)

(2) The P-boundary region ofQ is:

( )
 

 
j j

P j j
X U Q X U Q

BND Q PX PXU U (7)

(3) The P-negative region ofQ is:

( )


 
j

P j
X U Q

NEG Q U PXU (8)

In the formula, jX denotes the jth of the n divisions of U determined by ( )IND Q . ( )PPOS Q denotes the sets
of objects that according to P which could be correctly classified into /U Q in U ; ( )PBND Q denotes a
collection of objects that may be the equivalence class of /U Q ; ( )PNEG Q denotes those sets of objects that
cannot be classified correctly into the class, that is equivalent to /U Q .

4 Reduction of Attribute

In [1], Pawlak analyzes the dependence and independence of attributes and sets, and gives related definitions.
Most of the early algorithms based on rough set-based attribute reduction evolved from this definition.

Definition 1 Set a P , if ( { })( ) ( )P P aPOS Q POS Q , then the attribute a is Q -can be saved in P , otherwise it is

called Q -cannot be saved; if each attribute a in P is Q -cannot be saved, it is said P is independent to Q ,
otherwise it is called dependent.

The form of the dependency is defined as follows:
(1) If and only if ( ) ( )IND P IND Q , Q relies on P , namely P Q ;
(2) If and only if P Q and Q P , namely ( ) ( )IND P IND Q , P is equivalent toQ , namely P Q ;
(3) If and only if P Q or Q P are not true, P is independent toQ , namely P Q ;
(4) If and only if ( ) ( ) P Pk Q POS Q U , Q dependent to P on the degree of dependence k (0 1) k ,

denoted as kP Q :
①If k=1, it is saidQ is completely dependent on P , namely 1P Q ,and is also denoted as P Q ;
② If 0 1 k , then it is said Q is depend on P partly;
③ If 0k , then it is said Q is completely independent of P .
In the formula, U represents the cardinality of the set U , that is, the number of objects contained in the set.
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Definition 2 If R P is independent and R and P is equivalent, it is said R is a reduction of the relational
family set P , denoted RED(P). The set of all unsolvable relationships in the family set P is called the core of P ,
denoted as CORE(P), and CORE(P)=∩RED(P). Attributes in the kernel are important attributes that affect
classification, and are attributes that must be included in any reduction [5].

Commonly, the classification is decided by one or several attributes. And it is meaning that the classification is
not decided by the a little differences for all attributes in the database of relational. The attribute reduction concept
and kernel provides a powerful mathematical tool for extracting important attributes in the system, but considering
the non-uniqueness of reduction, that is, the family set P contains multiple reductions, and the minimum reduction of
the decision table is NP-hard problem [6], the main cause of NP-hard is the combination explosion of attributes, so
far it is failed to find efficient and complete solutions, so many scholars have carried out systematic research and
provided many effective new methods, such as data analysis method, attribute reduction algorithm based on
information entropy, dynamic reduction algorithm, incremental algorithm, discernible matrix algorithm, reduction
method based on genetic algorithm, etc. [7~12].

However, the Pawlak rough set is defined on the basis of the classical equivalence relation and the equivalence
class, and is only suitable for dealing with nominal variables. However, the numerical data that is widely used in
practical applications cannot be directly processed. In the fields of finance, medical, scientific research and
engineering applications, numerical variables are ubiquitous, such as spectral signals in vibration analysis,
temperature, current, and voltage signals in transformer state analysis. Researchers are introducing machine learning
methods such as rough sets to deal with them. In this kind of data, the discretization algorithm is often used to
transform the numerical attribute into a symbolic attribute. The commonly used method is the cloud transformation
discretization method [13], the supervised local discretization method [14], based on the attribute importance
discretization method [15] and so on. However, the discrete processing cannot well preserve the difference in the real
value of the attribute value, so that the integrity of the information content is difficult to guarantee, resulting in
different degrees of information loss. The result of the calculation process depends largely on the discretization
effect. Therefore, the use of rough set theory to deal with such problems has certain limitations.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the equivalence relations, definitions, and reduction of attribute based on RST, that is, feature
selection, are studied. Feature selection (also known as attribute reduction) refers to the process of selecting some of
the most effective features from a set of features to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space, that is, selecting a
feature subset that optimizes an evaluation criterion from the original feature set. The basic principle is to select
category-related features and eliminate redundant features. However, as analyzed in the paper, the Pawlak rough set
is defined on the basis of the classical equivalence relation and equivalence class, and is only suitable for dealing
with nominal variables. However, the numerical data that exists widely in practical applications cannot be directly
processed. Therefore, the next step is to study the two aspects of rough set and fuzzy set to solve the attribute
reduction problem in the fuzzy attribute information table.
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